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The World s First and Only Politically Incorrect Relationship Book for MEN 
Book for MEN Launching This Fall
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USPA NEWS - Humorist and Cromag Nation founder, Tommy 'Zman' Zarzecki is set to unleash : 'Honey, Does This Make Me Look
Fat?'...Man's Survival Guide to Co-Existing with Creatures of the Opposite Sex. Tommy Zarzecki knows that regardless of what men
have become and what women believe themselves to be...

Humorist and Cromag Nation founder, Tommy 'Zman' Zarzecki is set to unleash : 'Honey, Does This Make Me Look Fat?'...Man's
Survival Guide to Co-Existing with Creatures of the Opposite Sex. Tommy Zarzecki knows that regardless of what men have become
and what women believe themselves to be that neither of them have a clue about how to deal with each other even after thousands of
years of trying. 

Humorist, Tommy Zarzecki has been baffled throughout his adult life trying to understand what makes women tick, and better yet, how
to make them happy. 'It's an insurmountable task,' claims an assured Zman, 'How can you possibly make someone happy when you
have NO IDEA what they want ? Men and women are wired so differently that its a miracle we even breathe the same air. Trying to
figure out what a woman wants ? That's like trying to unravel a Rubik's Cube in a freakin' sharks cage!' 

'"I've spent three decades married to the same woman, which is indeed a miraculous accomplishment,' claims Tommy. 'My goal is that
this essential manly guide will help my comrades in testosterone to realize that the sexes can indeed learn to co-exist ““ that is, if you
don't fall for any of that unicorns and rainbows b.s. that the so-called relationship experts try to shove down our collective throats.'

Source : Tommy Zman Zarzecki
Photo (L) : Tommy Zman behind the mic at SiriusXM
Photo (R) : Honey, Does This Make Me Look Fat?
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